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That was the
year that was
I

t may seem hard to remember it now, but at the end of 2019, people were optimistic. Business was looking up for many. They were considering capital purchases. Machinery was being sold. Our annual machinery confidence index was
higher in 2019 than any time since we started the index in 2012.
Writing that now seems almost gratuitous. In the short time since we concluded the
survey in mid-March, the changes have been surprising and huge.
Coronavirus has changed the world. Even as recently as the end of February, to
many of us it was a distant problem in a faraway country. Since then, it has become
something for us all to consider and, increasingly, face up to.
To slow the spread of the virus, people are being asked to stay at home. First of all,
it was cities in China, that bore the brunt of the shut-ins. Now it is increasingly the turn
of European, North and South American cities and populations.
This is the big difference between the crash of 2008 and today. Then, like now,
companies hoarded cash, but people still went out to shop, to work, to socialise,
to spend money. How long will we have to stay indoors away from our friends, colleagues and neighbours? It is not yet clear. Nor is it clear how long people will put up
with the restrictions.
The next few months and years are going to be hard – for people and for businesses. Away from health concerns, the disruption to supply chains is set to be extreme.
We will need different thinking, different ways of working, different ways of behaving before the world shakes this off. Could this lead to greater isolationism as countries try to protect themselves and their businesses from shocks so easily transmitted
across global supply chains? Or will the world build more
resilient transnational systems?
The results of the Chinese, Korean and Japanese experiences should help the rest of the world frame their responses. But for now, we are in uncharted territory.
Speaking of which… our redesign goes on apace… Do
let us know what you think.
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TRANSFORMING PLASTIC WASTE
INTO ENERGY-SAVING INSULATION

Huntsman doesn’t manufacture plastic bottles, but we’re deeply concerned about the global impact of
plastic waste. That’s why every year, we upcycle 1 billion PET bottles into energy-saving polyurethane
insulation that significantly reduces heating and cooling costs in homes and commercial buildings.
Learn more at Huntsman.com/PETrecycling
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Recticel sells Eurofoam stake,
puts auto business into JV
strengthen
its
world
wide competence in
the
foam
segment,
and
push
even harder
for future exKuhner
pansion.
Re c t i c e l
has been trying to sell the
automotive interiors business
since March 2018.
It has now transferred the
business to a new holding

all of Eurofoam when it appeared as a third party in Kingspan’s abortive bid for Recticel
in April last year.
Greiner and Recticel formed
a joint venture in 1992 to make
flexible foams in Eastern Europe. This was extended in
1997 when both companies
added their businesses in Germany and Austria. The JV had
sales of about €400m in 2019,
and employed 2100 people.
Axel Kuhner, Greiner’s CEO,
said that the purchase will allow his company to further

Chilean group creates
alternative biopolyol

US mattress makers start
antidumping complaints
Washington – Seven US
mattress makers and two
trades unions have filed petitions claiming that mattresses made in Cambodia, Malaysia, Serbia, Thailand, Turkey
and Vietnam are ‘materially
damaging’ US producers.
The USTC will consider the
‘materially damaging’ charge
against imports from these
countries.
The Teamsters and Steelworkers trades unions have
bought the action, along with
Brooklyn Bedding, Corsicana
Mattress, Elite Comfort Solu-

tions, FXI, Innocor, Kolcraft
Enterprises and Leggett &
Platt.
The US Department of
Commerce will estimate
whether the mattresses are
being sold too cheaply. If it
decides that they are, it will
instruct the US Customs and
Border Protection agency to
collect antidumping duties
on imports from the countries involved.
In total in January 2020,
USITC figures show the total
number of mattresses imported into the US was 1.8m.

Talca, Chile – A group at
the Universidad Catolica del
Maule has developed a novel eco-friendly polyurethane
foam. It is based on a polyol
made from oil derived from
Lesquerella fendleri (A. Grey).
This is a member of the mustard family, otherwise known
as Fendler’s bladderpod or
Popweed.
The polyol was made in a
one-step reaction from the
plant oil, and then reacted
with MDI and used to make PU
foam. Analysis showed that
the foam had a microporous

India’s PU sector suspends production
New Delhi – India’s national polyol and diisocyanate
producers and India’s only
listed flexible foam maker all
announced production shutdowns. The announcements
come after the government
ordered a country-wide lockdown for 21 days on 24 March
in response to coronavirus.
Bharuch-based
Gujarat
Narmada Valley Fertilizers &
Chemicals has closed its TDI
plants at Bharuch and Dahej.
www.utech-polyurethane.com

company in which it has 49%
ownership. The remainder
belongs to investor Admetos.
The agreement allows Admetos to force Recticel to sell its
stake.
In addition, Recticel can
force Admetos to buy its stake
after March 2024. The price
will depend on the EBITDA of
the business.
This business employs 1400
people. It has five sites in China, two in the Czech Republic
and two more in the US. Sales
were €183.5m in 2019.

Gary Nored photos

Brussels – Recticel has sold
its half of the Eurofoam joint
venture to partner Greiner
and, separately, transferred its
automotive interiors business
into a joint venture. Overall,
Recticel will gain €120m in
cash from both deals.
‘Both
transactions
are
essential and transformative steps,’ said CEO Olivier Chapelle. He added that
the moves simplify Recticel’s
structure.
Greiner first publicly expressed an interest in owning

Chilean Fendlers Bladderpod

structure with a combination
of both open and closed cells.
According to the group, the
foam has the potential to be
an ‘ecological and cheap substitute for petroleum-based
polyurethane foams’.

New CPI videos offer advice
on safe isocyanate handling

Both of these towns are in Gujarat.
Manali, which is based in
Chennai closed its polyol
plants on 27 March. It said that
the plants are being manned
with minimum personnel for
safety and security.
Sheela Foam, initially closed
its nationwide operations from
23 to 25 March. But on 28
March it said the shutdown
would last until the all-clear
came from government.

Washington, DC – The
American Chemistry Council’s Center for the Polyurethanes Industry (CPI) has released updated versions of
its Safe Handling of MDI and
TDI video series. The two
training programmes inform
employers and employees
of the potential hazards in

6

transporting the materials,
and best practices to minimise risk.
The videos were first created in the early 2000s. The
revised series includes updated regulatory information,
and best practices for drum
and IBC handling, plus unloading from larger tanks.

INTERNATIONAL NEWSLINES

Stopped or throttled back: Europe’s
flexible foamers face the future
Brussels – Europe’s flexible
foamers expect production to
fall by between 30% and 80%
compared to normal conditions
over the next few weeks, as the
effects of the coronavirus crisis
and national lockdowns hit the
industry. This could cause more
plant closures irrespective of
national policies, warned EuroPUR in a stark snapshot of the
sector in late March.
The association said its
survey showed that all the
dedicated flexible foam com-

‘Among companies producing medical mattresses, some
are starting to report difficulties in sourcing covers,’ it
said. ‘Some machinery makers are reporting difficulties
in sourcing spare parts from
countries under lockdown.’
These shortages are likely
to grow in the coming weeks,
as availability of workforce
and more stringent and severe controls on border
crossings could cause delays
in shipments, it said.

panies supplying the automotive industry are shut. Most
plants in southern Europe
supplying furniture and mattress markets are closed.
In the north, operations are
much reduced from normal.
The companies whose operations have not shut down
are focusing output on medical
mattresses and online sales.
But, EuroPUR warns, these
volumes are nowhere close to
compensating production volumes lost for other applications.

European flexible foam production
status April 2020
Unknown or no capacity

Mostly closed
Reduced
Shut

Source: Europur

German scientists identify Italy’s Pelma supplies foam
new PU-eating bacterium for coronavirus face masks
Leipzig, Germany – A team
of scientists at the Helmholtz
Centre for Environmental
Research has found a soil
bacterium that will feed on
polyurethane. It might one
day prove useful in degrading the polymer, which is difficult to recycle because of
its thermoset nature.
The research was carried out as part of the EU
programme P4SB, or ‘From
plastic waste to Plastic value
using Pseudomonas putida

Modena, Italy – Flexible
foam company Pelma is supplying flexible polyurethane
foam for a disposable face
mask designed by Tecnoline
that could be useful against
exposure to coronavirus.
‘We started making filters
for surgical ventilators over
20 years ago,’ the company’s Geno Alboresi said.
The project to design and
make the masks started 10
days ago, and Pelma foam
was used in a prototype that

Synthetic Biology’. It was published in the journal Frontiers
in Microbiology.
This pseudomonas strain
was isolated from a site that
was rich in brittle plastic waste.
These types of bacteria are
well known for their ability to
tolerate toxic organic compounds.
It was able to grow on a
PU-diol solution. A genomic analysis was carried out to
identify the pathways by which
it degrades the plastic.

went into production within
24 hours of starting the design, he added.
‘The idea is to use polyurethane foam to make
face masks,’ he said. ‘These
are being tested and the results are due by the end of
the week.’ The testing revolves around the biocompatibility of polyurehane
and human skin.
‘We are sure that everything will be good, but we
are waiting,’ he said.

...works for you
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PU earnings down 63%
at Covestro in 2019
Leverkusen, Germany – Earnings in Covestro’s polyurethanes business fell 63% in
2019 because of lower prices
and intensified competition.
Overall, the company generated total sales of €12.4bn
in 2019, down 12.4% on
the previous financial year.
EBITDA across the business
fell by 49.9% and reached
€16bn in 2019.
‘The operating result for
fiscal 2019 was, as expected,
below the record levels of previous years due to continuing

on a negative trend in average
selling prices as a result of intensified competition.
Turning to capacity increases, Covestro said that its expansion at Brunsbuttel, Germany is on stream. Capacity
there is 400 kT/year.
Despite pausing construction of its 500 kT/year MDI
plant in Baytown, Texas for
18–24 months, Covestro is upbeat about the material. ‘The
long-term growth prospects
for MDI are highly promising,’
it said.

pressure on
prices,’ said
CFO Thomas Toepfer.
Sales in
the company’s polyurethanes business sales
dropped
Toepfer
from €7.4bn
in 2018 to
€5.8bn in 2019, a 21.5% decline. EBITDA across in the division fell by 63.2% to €648m
in 2019. Covestro blamed this

Tough market affects all Recticel divisions
Brussels – Recticel had sales
of €1.2 bn in 2019, down 7.1%
on the previous financial year.
Adjusted EBITDA across the
business dropped by 9.7% to
€88.2m in 2019. This compares with €97.7m in 2018.
The company has restated
its 2018 results because it
changed the way it accounts
for the automotive division in

formance, in spite of lower
volumes.’
The company’s bedding
business generated sales in
2019 that were equal to the
2018 figure, at €242m. The
company added that adjusted EBITDA in the division increased by 80.7% to €12.4m
in 2019.
SEE Recticel page6

2019. Recticel is trying to sell
the automotive division.
Its flexible foams business
generated sales of €549m in
the 2019 period, down 11.7%
on 2018. Adjusted EBITDA
across the division rose 18.2%
to €49.0m in 2019.
Olivier Chapelle, CEO,
said: ‘Our flexible foams division delivered a record per-

Lower isocyanate prices in
2019 hit BASF numbers
Ludwigshafen, Germany –
BASF had sales of €59.3 bn in
2019, down 1.5% on the previous financial year. EBIT across
the business fell by 32.2% to
€4bn in 2019. This compares
with €5.97bn in 2018.
The slight fall in sales between 2018 and 2019 was a
result of lower volumes and
prices in 2019.
EBIT before special items
fell because of lower contributions from the materials and
chemicals segments, the company said.
Sales in the company’s mawww.utech-polyurethane.com

situation was not helped by
lower margins in the cracker business, and scheduled
cracker turnarounds.
CEO Martin Brudermuller
said: ‘2019 was a challenging
year with strong global economic headwinds.’
He added that the company
used the past year to implement its latest corporate strategy. ‘We have started off the
new year with a reshaped organisation, reduced complexity, streamlined administration
and simplified processes,’ he
said.

terials business fell by
13.6% between 2018
and 2019,
to €11.5 bn.
EBIT across
in the division fell
Brudermuelle
58.2%, to
€1003m in
2019.
The lower numbers were
caused by a sharp drop in diisocyanate prices between
2018 and 2019, as well as
weaker overall demand. The
8

Automotive
slowdown hit
Autoneum
performance

Winterthur, Switzerland
– Autoneum, the global
automotive seating and
interiors company, had
a difficult year in 2019.
EBIT fell by €146m, turning a profit of €114m in
2018 into a loss of €32m
in 2019.
‘Operational inefficiencies in North America
and impairments on fixed
assets in this region were
the main reason for the –
first ever – negative net
result in 2019,’ the company said. ‘In addition, the
sharp drop in automobile
production in Europe and
China, as well as associated lower utilisation
of production capacities
in the affected business
groups, also burdened
the group’s profitability,’
the company said.
Despite this, sales
between the two years
were almost unchanged,
at €2.3bn in 2019. But
earnings in North America collapsed dramatically. The year before, Autoneum had made a small
loss of €8m. In 2019, this
loss rose to €135m, of
which €62m were put
down to non-recurring
impairment costs. The
company’s sales grew
by 8.7% in the region to
€1bn during 2019.
Autoneum said it had
looked hard at the North
America business, and
has replaced its original
turn-around programme
with a dedicated and far
more
comprehensive
pro-gramme. This will attack costs and try to solve
commercial problems, the
company claimed.
In Europe, EBIT shrank
from €82m in 2018 to a
total of just €51m in 2019.
While this was happening, sales fell by €84m to
€900m in 2019.

EUROPE NEWSLINES

Sales and profits shoot up at Kingspan
Kingscourt Ireland – Kingspan, the international building insulation company, had
sales of €4.6 bn in 2019, up
6.6% on the previous financial
year. Trading profit across the
business rose by 11.7% and
reached €497m in 2019.
CEO Gene Murtagh said:
‘2019 was another year of
solid growth for the business,
ending a decade during which
the company’s revenue increased fourfold, and trading
profit increased sevenfold.’

In its insulation boards business,
sales rose
by 1.5% to
€877m
in
2019. Trading profit in
this division
Murtagh
rose by 11.4%
to €117m.
The company plans to build a PIR board
facility in the US between 2021
and 2022.

He added that the company’s performance was helped
by the increased penetration
of its high-performance insulation products, QuadCore and
Kooltherm. ‘This structural shift
in building techniques and materials used also drove our increased profit margins,’ he said.
Sales in the company’s insulated panels business rose
7.4% between 2018 and 2019
to €3bn. Trading profit across
the division rose 12.5% to
€316m in 2019.

EBIT margin grows at FoamPartner in 2019
Zurich, Switzerland – Swiss
holding company Conzzeta,
which owns FoamPartner and
is trying to sell it, increased its
operating EBIT margin in 2019.
The group experienced a fall
in sales of 11.7% in 2019. This
is because it sold its glass processing business in the first
quarter of the year. Adjusting
for this, and at constant exchange rates, the headline fall
becomes 4.9%.
Selling the glass business
gave Conzzeta an excess
of cash, some of which it intends to give back to Class A
shareholders.
The company’s plan is to
concentrate on its sheet metal

ed EBIT totalling CHF 14.2m
in 2019. This is in comparison
with CHF 5.8m in 2018.
Revenue in all regions and
market segments fell. However, greater efficiencies in
the FoamPartner business
enabled the EBIT margin to
grow as it worked to optimise
business processes and business systems.
Despite its plans to divest
the business, Conzzeta plans
that FoamPartner will open a
new processing centre in Duderstadt, Germany in the first
half of 2020. It also has high
hopes for its OboSky foams
for the automotive sector that
were launched in 2019.

processing
business
because
earnings in
the chemical
specialties
and outdoor
segments
remain too
low, despite
Willome
all the progress that has
been made, according to CEO
Michael Willome.
In 2019, the chemical specialities business, FoamPartner and Schmid Rhyner, generated sales of CHF 346.6m,
down from CHF 382.9m in
2018. This division generat-

Global profits up at adidas
driven by online expansion

Herzogenaurach, Germany –
Sports equipment and shoemaker Adidas generated
sales of €23.6 bn in 2019, up
7.9% on the previous financial year. Gross profit across
the business rose by 8.2% to
€12.3bn in 2019. This compares with €11.4bn 2018, a
rise of €930m.
‘We recorded revenue increases across all regions
and our direct-to-consumer
business grew double-digits driven by e-commerce,

www.utech-polyurethane.com

one of our strategic growth
areas,’ said CEO, Kasper
Rorsted.
Chinese sales were up by
15%, Asia-Pacific by 10% and
North America 10%. The market in Europe was up 3% in
the year.
The company said that
lower sourcing costs, positive currency developments
and a better product and
channel mix more than offset
higher air freight costs to mitigate supply chain shortages

and a less favourable pricing
mix at the gross profit level.
Here, margins were almost
unchanged from 2018.
Looking ahead to 2020,
the company expects sales
to grow by between 6% and
8%. The gross profit margin
will be hit by currency movements and higher input prices, it said.
This outlook does not
reflect the effects that coronavirus may have over the
course of the year.
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‘This will be the first plant of
our phased roll-out in the US,
and will sit alongside a new insulated panel facility currently
under development in Pennsylvania,’ Murtagh said.
He added that the level of
demand building in south-east
Asia will soon justify investment in local manufacturing
capacity there. ‘We also continue to focus on acquisition
opportunities; and have a
healthy pipeline of targets under consideration,’ he said.

Earnings
plummet
by 78% at
Trelleborg

Trelleborg, Sweden – The
polyurethane and industrial rubber products company Trelleborg generated total sales of SEK 36.6
bn ($3.7 bn) in 2019. Polyurethanes are used in a
variety of products across
the company’s continuing
divisions.
Asia led sales growth
in the company’s industrial solutions business.
These numbers rose
12.0% between 2018
and 2019, reaching SEK
10.9bn. In 2018, the number was SEK 9.72bn. EBIT
across the division rose
by 22.2%, reaching SEK
994m in 2019.
Sales in the company’s
sealing solutions business sales rose 9.9% between 2018 and 2019, to
SEK 12,142m. In 2018, this
division achieved sales of
SEK 11bn. EBIT rose 6.6%
to SEK 2.7bn in 2019.
In the wheel systems
business, sales increased
by a total of 1.4%, to SEK
9.6bn in 2019m, from SEK
9.4bn the year before.
EBIT across the division
fell 27.3% in 2019.
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A tough 2019 at Chemours
2020 outlook ‘uncertain’
Wilmington, Delaware – Chemours, the blowing agent to
inorganic chemicals company,
had total sales of $5.5bn in
2019, down 16.8% on the previous financial year. Adjusted
EBITDA across the business
fell by 41.4%, to $1bn in 2019.
‘Our results for 2019 reflect
a challenging year on several
fronts, including TiO2 destock-

Magna’s earnings
disappoint as auto
production falls

Aurora, Canada – Magna,
the international Tier 1 automotive supplier, had sales
of $39.4bn in 2019, down
3.4% on the previous financial year. The company reports in US dollars.
The adjusted EBIT across
the business fell by 18.1% to
$2.5bn in 2019. This compares with $3.1bn in 2018, a
fall of $562m.
Sales in the company’s
seating systems business
rose by 0.5% between 2018
and 2019, reaching $5.6bn
in 2019. Adjusted EBIT in
the division fell by 26.8% to
$312m in 2019.
The company also discussed its results for the
final quarter of 2019. In the
seating systems business,
sales fell 1%, or $9m, to
$1.43bn in the fourth quarter of 2019. This is because
of the fall in US light vehicle
production in North America caused by a 40-day
strike at General Motors.
European sales were
down, because some manufacturers stopped making
models featuring Magna
parts. Currency effects, reduced prices and the cost
of tooling up for new jobs
to replace the closed products hit the numbers. All
these effects fed into the
adjusted EBIT numbers.

www.utech-polyurethane.com

2018 and 2019 to $2.6bn. This
compares with nearly $2.9bn
in the previous period. Adjusted EBITDA across in the division fell by 26.2% to $578 m
in 2019.
Chemours said that the fall
in sales was a result of lower volumes and prices. Both
fell because the automotive
and electronics markets were

ing, and the continued impact
of illegal imports of HFC refrigerants into Europe,’ said
CEO Mark Vergnano. ‘[These
were] offset to some extent
by record results in Chemical
Solutions.’
Sales in its fluoroproducts
business, which is home to
its refrigerants and blowing
agents, fell by 7.5% between

weaker than previous years.
The company also complained
of the effects of ‘continued impact of illegal imports of HFC
refrigerants into the EU’.
Looking ahead to the 2020
financial year, Vergnano said:
‘The macroeconomic environment remains uncertain.
Looking ahead... we are well
positioned.’

Bright spark
Stepan sales down in 2019,
and hits problems in Q1 2020 Demilec wins
NAHB award
Northfield, Illinois – Sales
at Stepan, which makes rigid polyols, were $1.8bn in
for insulation
2019. This is down 6.8% on
the previous financial year.
Adjusted net income across
the business rose by 6.3%,
reaching $119m in 2019.
This compares with $112m in
2018, an increase of $7m.
Sales in the company’s
polymers business fell by 2.8%
between 2018 and 2019, to
$512m. Adjusted net income
across the division rose 5.0%,
and reached $69.6m in 2019.
‘The polymer business
had a good fourth quarter
driven by global rigid polyol growth of 7%,’ said Quinn
Stepan, the company’s CEO.

Stepan

New cigarette lights up
US flammability testing

tests to check for compliance
with the 16 CFR part 1632 standard for the flammability of
mattresses and mattress pads.
The old policy that does
not require a repeat test if a
cigarette extinguishes before
burning its full length is also superseded. However, mattress
manufacturers and importers
will still need to test only two
mattress surfaces for newly developed mattress prototypes.

Washington, DC – The new
SRM cigarette is now available
in the US. The Office of Compliance and Field Operations
at the US Consumer Product
Safety Commission has issued
an interim enforcement policy
for mattresses and mattress
pads as a result.
The revision supersedes its
previous policy of permitting
the use of commercially available fire-standard cigarettes in
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Arlington,
Texas
–
Demilec
has
been
awarded
the
2020
S p a r k
Award from
the National
Brady
Association
of
Home
Builders’ Leading Suppliers
Council. It won for its Heatlok
HFO Pro SPF insulation.
The Spark award is given
to a product or service that
provides impactful solutions
to modern building industry
challenges. Heatlok HFO Pro
is an ultra-low global warming potential insulation, with
good sprayability.It also has
good adhesion and compressive str-ength. It uses Honeywell’s Solstice blowing agent,
and achieves an R-11 insulation value.
Doug Brady, Demilec’s VP of
global innovation and product
management, cited the product’s application in environmentally conscious building
design. ‘We’re very honoured
to be recognised with this
award for product innovation,’
he said. ‘Contractors love the
product with its superior yield
and ease of spray.’
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Despite coronavirus Nike
grew sales in third quarter
Beavertown, Oregon – Nike,
the global footwear company,
had total net sales of $10.1 bn
in the third quarter of 2019‚ up
5.1% on last year.
Gross profit across the business rose 3.1%‚ and reached
$4.5 bn in the third quarter.
Online sales were up 13% in
the quarter from its Nike Direct
business. Digital sales grew
36%‚ and there was strong
growth across EMEA, Asia-Pacific, Latin America and North
America. But this growth was
offset by the impact of coro-

in the late March earnings
statement that at the peak in
February, roughly 75% of Nike-owned and partner stores
in Greater China were closed
with others operating on reduced hours.
Currently, nearly 80% of
stores are open in Greater
China‚ with an even higher
rate in key cities. Beginning 16
March‚ all Nike-owned stores
outside of Greater China, Japan and Korea were closed to
help curb the spread of coronavirus.

navirus on business in Greater
China. Digital sales there increased more than 30%‚ while
brick and mortar retail sales
were hit by temporary store
closures there.
John Donahoe‚ Nike CEO
said:‛As we start to see recovery in China, no one is better
equipped than Nike to navigate the current climate.’
Nike said that Greater China revenues were down 4% in
the quarter after 22 consecutive quarters of double-digit
growth. The company added

FXI buys Innocor but there are FTC strings
Washington, DC – FXI must
sell a plant, plus two of Innocor’s, after it buys Innocor to
stop the FTC from objecting to
the deal.
FXI announced its intention
to buy Innocor for $850m in
March 2019. Flexible foam
plants in in Washington, Indiana and Mississippi are affected by the decision.
The Federal Trade Commission said that without the
sale, the merger would substantially lessen competition
for low-density conventional
polyurethane foam.

Fifth acquisition
in three years
for Mearthane
Cranston, Rhode Island –
Mearthane Products has
bought Polyurethane Molding Industries. This is its
fifth acquisition in the past
three years.
Terms of the transaction,
which was announced on
26 February, were not disclosed.
PMI is based in Woonsocket, Rhode Island. It specialises in PU RIM.
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ing competitors,' said the FTC.
The FTC expects FXI to
transfer ownership of its
flexible foam plant in Kent,
Washington to Future Foam.
Innocor's plants in Elkhart, Indiana and Tupelo, Mississippi
will also have to go to Future
Foam. FXI has 10 days after
the deal closes to complete
the divestments.
Future Foam is a family-owned business headquartered in Iowa. It operates
foaming factories in Maine,
North Carolina, Wisconsin,
Iowa, Kansas and California.

The FTC focused its attention on three regional markets:
the Pacific north west, the Mid
West and Mississippi. According to the FTC, FXI and Innocor
are the only suppliers in the
Pacific north west region. The
combined company would
contain two of the three suppliers in the Mid West, and half of
the suppliers in Mississippi.
'The proposed acquisition
would eliminate direct competition between FXI and Innocor. It would increase the
likelihood of coordinated interaction among the remain-

Big freeze hits US refrigerator imports
Canada was the sixth most
important source of imports in
2018.
By 2019, it had climbed to
third place, and the country was the starting point for
93,500 imports,
There was similar growth
in imports from Turkey. A total
of 8700 units came from that
country to the US in 2018. In
2019, it had grown to 76,900,
moving it into fourth place
from fifth.
These numbers are collected monthly by the US International Trade Commission.

Washington, DC – The US imported 6.9m refrigerators and
chillers in 2019, a 61% fall on
the number imported in 2018,
when the country imported
17.7m units.
The largest source of imports to the US in 2019 was
China, accounting for 6.2m
units, down 32% from 9.2m
in 2018.
Mexico was the second
largest source of imports, as
it had been the previous year.
Here, the fall was much more
dramatic: from 5.3m units to
just 268,000.
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Adient exits fibre
lamination, makes
$175m on the deal
Plymouth, Michigan –
Automotive interior company Adient is selling its
automotive fabrics manufacturing and lamination
business to Sage Automotive Interiors.
The deal depends on
regulatory agreement,
and is valued at $175m.
The business has 11
plants around the world,
with the majority in Europe. It employs around
1300 people. Adient said
that its sales are likely
to be about $240m and
adjusted EBITDA $20m
this year.
Adient said it will use
cash from the sale to pay
off some debt early‚ and
for general spending.
This is part of Adient’s
plan to focus on its core
business, according to
CEO Doug Del Grosso.
’The sale of our fabrics
operation to Sage better
positions that business
for growth and long-term
successful performance‚’
he said.
Sage is part of Japan-based Asahi Kasei.

ASIA

International expansion key
for Sheela strategy in 2019
Noida, India – Sheela Foam
set up a US business at the
end of 2019 to sell its products
into North America. The company’s sales grew by
15.2% in the third quarter of
2019, to INR 6.6bn ($93.2m).
EBITDA across the business
rose by 51.9%, reaching INR
858.5m in the third quarter
of 2019.
Sheela has two overseas
foam-making
subsidiaries,

profit at its Interplasp business
for the first time in this quarter,
at INR 5 bn in the third quarter
of 2019, with an EBITDA of INR
100m. There are no comparisons with earlier periods.
The wholly owned US subsidiary was set up on 31 December 2019 to sell its products into the country. The
company is incorporated in
Delaware, but no further details are available at this time.

Joyce Foam in Australia and
Interplasp in Spain. Net sales
in the Joyce Foam business
rose 9.8% between the third
quarters of 2018 and 2019, to
INR 900m.
This is an increase of INR
80m on the 2018 quarter.
EBITDA in this division rose
33.3% to INR 120m, compared
with INR 90m in the equivalent
period in 2018.
Sheela reported sales and

Mitsui Chemicals eyes up Indian polyol expansion

News in Brief

Grants available for
basic PU research
and applications

Nagoya, Japan – Grants
of up to JPY 1m ($9,370)
are available for people
around the world carrying out basic scientific research into polyurethanes
from Japan’s International
Polyurethane Technology
Foundation.
It will be announcing the
winners in January 2021.
Companies
interested
in the grants must apply
between 1 June and 30
September 2020. Up to
6 companies will be given awards, the organisers said.
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operations in 2018. This has 15
kT/year capacity.
‘The Sri City site is utilising
around 70% of the capacity
at the moment. It is supplying
materials for Hyundai & Kia.
More clients are in the pipeline and plant is soon likely to
operate to the capacity,’ the
source added.
When asked if there is any
plan for another PU systems
house, the executive confirmed: ‘There is a plan for
one in the western part of the
country.’

These are based on non-edible castor oil plants.
Speaking at the recent Auto
Expo 2020, a source familiar
with the plan said: ‘There is
certainly a plan to add another 24,000 tons capacity to the
site. But market forces would
determine further expansion.
Considering the domestic
market, it is difficult to comment on when it will happen.’
The source also confirmed
that MCNS’s PU systems
house in Sri City, Andhra
Pradesh started commercial

Leverkusen, Germany –
Covestro polyurethane foam
is being used in a composite
with hibiscus fibre in lightweight door trims for the
new Toyota LQ electric concept car.
The composites use Baypreg F NF technology to
make the door trims. These
are 30% lighter than trims
produced from conventional materials, according to
Covestro.
The Baypreg base materials typically have flexural
strength between 15-18 MPa
at 22°C, the company said.
‘[The products are] a good
example of using alternative
raw materials,’ said Hiroaki
Ido, head of polyurethane development at Covestro’s Japanese Innovation Center.
Kenaf, which is used in the
composite, is part of the hibiscus family that is grown in
south-east Asia, Bangladesh,
India and Africa.
The composite was developed by Covestro and Toyota
Boskoku. This is the part of
Toyota that makes a wide rane
of automotive components.

Manali sales
Rigid PU from Covestro helps
and earnings build dining hall in Gujarat
fall in Q3 2019

Covestro photo

New Delhi – Mitsui Chemicals plans to increase its
biopolyol capacity by almost
four times, and open a second systems house in India.
However, the company says,
the Indian market will have to
recover first.
Mitsui owns a stake in a
biopolyol joint venture, Vithal
Castor Polyols, in Jhagadia,
Gujarat, through its MCNS
joint venture with Korea’s SKC
Polyurethanes.
The site has a designed capacity of 8 kT/year biopolyols.

PU composites
flower in new
Toyota electric car

Chennai, India – Manali, a
polyol producer based in
south-east India, generated
total net sales of INR1.7 bn in
the third quarter of 2019. This
is down 15.59% on the same
period last year. Pre-tax profit across the business fell by
42.9% to INR 108.4m.
The cost of materials used
in production dropped from
INR1.3 bn in the third quarter
of 2018 to INR900 m in the
2019 quarter.
The company is still in negotiations with the local government over the renewal of
the lease of the land where its
facility is located.

Vyra, India – Rigid polyurethane insulation materials
from Covestro have helped
schoolchildren to have their
lunches in a weather-proof
building. The school in rural
Gujarat needed a multipurpose dining hall for 80 of the
girls at school to have their
meals in. The hall covers an
area of 800 sq ft (74 m²).
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Before it was built, the girls
had to eat their lunches in
the open. This was unpleasantly hot in the summer, and
difficult during monsoons.
The roof of the dining room
consists of 73mm panels
with steel sheets, while the
walls are 100mm PU and paper honeycomb panels. They
have Bison Board facings.
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China's industrial production starts to recover

Beijing – While much of the
world’s output was grinding
to a halt in late March because of coronavirus, China
was slowly emerging from
its shutdowns by restarting
production at factories and
resuming some flights.
A recovery in the world’s
second-largest economy provided some relief for global
manufacturers in the months
ahead as the outbreak continued to wreak havoc in Europe,
US, India and Latin America.
Employees were returning

a note in late March. ‛Clearly the re-start is at an early
stage, but things are gradually improving.’
At the same time‚ the nation's airline industry, which
shrank in size to below Portugal at the depth of the crisis,
was slowly restoring flights.
Scheduled capacity was on
the rise, according to flight-data analytics firm OAG Aviation
Worldwide.
Other signs include online
sales of large appliances are
rebounding in both volumes

to work, production lines were
starting to roll and even the
original outbreak centre of
Wuhan was preparing to end
its lockdown.
Car sales in China look likely to have bottomed out in
February/March‚ and were set
to gradually rebound as the
spread of the virus slowed and
consumers returned, a car industry group said in March.
‛Real-time indicators show
that China is re-starting its industrial complex,’ analysts at
Sanford C. Bernstein said in

and average prices on a weekto-week basis, according to
Bernstein. Much of China was
closed in late January as the
Government extended the Lunar New Year holiday break to
try and contain coronavirus.
• This is an edited version of a report which first
appeared in Automotive
News Europe online. Like
UTECH-polyurethane.com
and Urethanes Technology
International,
Automotive
News Europe is published by
Crain Communications.

Xiangtan, Hunan – The 1000bed emergency Huoshenshan Hospital‚ set up to help
those suffering from coronavirus in Wuhan‚ was equipped
using products made on machinery from Chinese supplier
Jingzheng.
PU sandwich panels, pillows and bathroom modules
made by Jingzheng's customers have been used in the
hospital, the company's general manager Yan Jian told
UTECH-polyurethane.com.
The company makes sandwich panel lines, suitable for
both PUR and PIR, with up to
six components, and cyclopentane foaming technology.

Xinhua photo

PU key ingredient in Wuhan's coronavirus Hospital

Panels made by his company's
machinery has been used in

the exterior walls, as well as
interior walls for the bathroom.

Hongbaoli’s 2019 profits
surge on reduced revenue
Nanjing, Jiangsu – China’s
system house Hongbaoli reported CNY 89m ($12.7m)
net profit in 2019, up 207%
from 2018. Revenue in 2019
dropped 3.4% to CNY2.4bn.
The company’s net profit less non-recurring items
jumped 458% to CNY 96m,
said its annual report in March.
Last year the crude oil price
was at its low point, and the
company had a 17.8% drop in
its procurement price for feedstock propylene oxide, said
the annual report.
With its product price
www.utech-polyurethane.com

Jingzheng’s circular foaming line for flexible PU foam,
also designed for auto seating, has been used to make
pillows for the wards. The
bathroom module machinery
is a new piece of equipment
developed in the past few
years, added Yan.
Jingzheng has resumed
production at its headquarters
in Xiangtan, Hunan province,
the company said.
Currently, 70% of Jingzheng’s annual sales comes
from seating and other machinery for the automotive
sector. Recently, the company’s focus has been shifting
towards cold chain, Yan said.

China’s Scisky starts up PU medical glove line
Lanzhou, Gansu – Chinese
water-based polyurethane
company Scisky started a
new line making medical
grade polyurethane gloves
at its site in Lanzhou.
The line has designed capacity for 100,000 pair/day.
The company said that it has
been running at a low utilisation rate. This is because of
insufficient feedstock amid
the coronavirus outbreak in
China, said Scisky.
Research on the product
was launched in 2019. The
company started the plant on
10 February, and has been
donating the output to local

pegged to feedstock price,
Hongbaoli’s revenue dropped
despite of increased sales volume.
In 2019 the company’s polyether polyol business generated CNY 14.5bn sales, down by
5.8% from 2018.
Revenue from the polyurethane insulation panel business declined by 23% to CNY
13m.
Hongbaoli is able to produce 150kT/year polyether
systems for rigid foam and
10m m² highly flame-retardant
PU panels each year.
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hospitals.
The 0.1mm-thin gloves
can maintain touch sensitivity and reduce manoeuvring
errors, Scisky said. They also
have high puncture resistance and virus resistance.
Scisky also makes condoms.
It has developed 0.02mm-thin
PU films with high biosecurity,
which in 2019 passed virus resistance tests. The tests were
carried out by Microbac Laboratories, a US provider of analytical testing services.
Scisky also started a research programme on PU
foam used to make protective masks in 2019.

T
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Skyworth picks Hennecke for refrigerator expansion
Nanjing, Jiangsu – Chinese
appliance maker Skyworth
is to start up its 2m unit/year
smart
refrigerator
facility
during March.
The project is located next
to the company’s existing site
in the Lishui Economic Development Zone in Nanjing,
Jiangsu. It covers a total area
of 127,000 m². The company
broke ground in July 2019,

CNY450m ($65m) investment into the project. It will create 500
new jobs when in operation, according to the
An impression of
project’s environmental
Skyworth’s new plant
impact report.
The project relies on
and the plant was originally Hennecke foaming machinery,
scheduled to come on stream the report added.
The company’s existing site
in December 2020.
Skyworth has pumped can make 3m ultra-high ener-

gy-saving refrigerators a year.
It can also make 2m laundry
machines a year. It employs
3,000 people, and annual
sales exceeded CNY4 bn last
year, Skyworth's website says.
The appliance park in Nanjing has resumed production
and was running at 70% capacity in early March, according to reporting by local newspaper Nanjing Daily in March.

Coronavirus drives Anli into Q1 2020 net loss
Hefei, Anhui – Chinese faux
leather maker Anli expects its
unaudited net loss in Q1 2020
to range between CNY6m and
CNY9m ($0.9m to $1.3m).
This compares to CNY3m
net profit in the first quarter of
2019.
At the start of the year, Anli
expected to restart production
after the Chinese New Year at

downstream clients, the consumer market as well as logistics both in China and internationally, said the statement.
Economies have been halted in most countries and regions with plummeting PU
leather demand, said the
statement. This was reflected
in the sales volume of Anli's
faux leather products in Q1

the beginning of February. But
this was postponed to February 15 because of the coronavirus outbreak. Work started
again, but the rate of production only gradually picked up.
Effective working hours were
greatly shortened, said the
company’s statement in April .
The pandemic has affected
upstream feedstock suppliers,

2020. These were 25% lower
than the period a year ago.
Anli has been taking prevention and control measures
to protect its employees,
which added to the operational costs.
The government subsidies
counted in the period also fell
from CNY4 m to CNY3 m, said
the statement.

A winning
performance relies
on teamwork
Looking to optimize performance, enhance
process efficiency and improve the physical
properties and quality of your final polyurethane
products?
We can help!
With our deep knowledge of polyurethane chemistry and breakthrough technologies, we can help
you to meet the latest emission standards, support
you to improve physical properties or increase
production efficiency and quality; whatever your
challenge, Evonik can help you find the winning
solution!
www.evonik.com/pu-additives
www.explorepu.com
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Wanhua sets up new JV,
expands diisocyanates
Fuzhou, Fujian – Wanhua has
broken ground on a new site
for diisocyanates and other
chemicals in Fuzhou’s Jiangyin Port Economic Area.
The new site covers 4.7 km².
It will be managed by the company’s joint venture Wanhua
Chemical (Fujian).
Phase one of the site will
mean new facilities that will
add 400 kT/year capacity for
MDI, 400 kT/year for PVC and
auxiliary aniline installations.
It also includes upgrade
projects that will increase the
capacity of existing facilities
under Wanhua’s recently acquired subsidiary Southeast
Electrochemistry. TDI capacity
will be raised from 100 kT/year
to 250 kT/year, and caustic
soda from 120 kT/year to a to-

CNY 3bn ($4.3m) capital. Wanhua is contributing CNY 2.4bn.
Wanhua Chemical (Fujian)
will take over a 64% stake in
Fujian Connell, which Wanhua
bought in 2019. The jv will advance the planned 400kT/year
MDI plant in Fuzhou, Fujian
province.
The joint venture will also include TDI and related facilities
that operate as part of Southeast Electrochemistry. This is
a Fuzhou-based subsidiary of
Fujian Petrochemical Group.
Wanhua also agreed to
buy a 49% stake in Southeast
Electrochemistry. This will give
Wanhua the rest of Southeast
Electrochemistry’s assets. A
price has yet to be decided.
Last year, the Fujian firm reported CNY 336m net loss.

tal of 600 kT/year.
Phase One is scheduled to
come on stream in 2023.
‘We’ll build it into a chemical
park with global competitiveness and the most advanced
technology in MDI and TDI,’
said
Wanhua
Chemical’s
chairman Liao Zengtai at the
groundbreaking
ceremony.
‘We are confident that we’ll
make up for time lost during
the [coronavirus] outbreak.’
At the end of February‚ 86%
of employees at its Yantai,
Ningbo and Zhuhai sites have
returned to their posts, said
Wanhua.
Earlier in March, Wanhua
and the state-owned Fujian
Petrochemical Group set up
an 80-20 joint venture diisocyanate business with a value of

Upgraded portfolio
and lower feedstock
price drives up 2019
profits at Maysta
Nanjing, Jiangsu – Maysta Chemical, China’s largest polyurethane surfactant maker, estimates its
2019 net profit will be between CNY69m and CNY
78m ($10m to $11m). This
is an increase of between
70% and 90% compared
with 2018.
Net profit for 2019, less
non-recurring items, is expected to range between
CNY 56m and CNY 61m,
representing a rise of between 120% and 140%, according to a Maysta statement in January.
In 2019, Maysta set up a
research institute, and introduced an array of newly
developed mid- to higher-end products.

JULY 29-31, 2020
THE LEADING
POLYURETHANES EVENT
FOR THE CHINESE MARKET
RETURNS TO SHANGHAI
LIMITED BOOTH SPACE REMAINING!
Contact Ed Rich at erich@crain.com or call +1 (330) 869-0375 to reserve one of the remaining booths.
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@UTECH_PU

UTECH Polyurethane #PUChina #UTECHAsia

Organized by:

www.utech-polyurethane.com
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China gives TDI
exporters a tax break
Beijing – China raised export
tax rebate rates for a range of
polyurethane materials such
as TDI from 20 March.
This is part of a larger initiative that increases the
export tax rebate for 1,464
products, according to an
announcement by by China’s
State Taxation Administration on 17 March.
This could help exporters
in business segments, such
as TDI producers. Here, businesses have struggled with
excess supply in the domestic market.
For example, Cangzhou
Dahua, a leading TDI maker,
announced last November it
was to suspend production
of a 30kT/year TDI facility at
one of its subsidiaries, as ‘the
price has been low with fierce
competition’.

New materials stretches
profits at Huafon group

The government believes
the rebate may help companies navigate through a dented economy.
Last year‚ China exported 139 kT TDI, up 62% from
2018, according to the country’s General Administration of
Customs. However, while the
volumes were up, the value
of TDI exports, fell by 18% to
$223m in 2019.
In the first two months of
2020, exports of TDI from China almost doubled in volume
compared to the same period
in 2019. However, the value of
the exported TDI increased by
just 15% year-on-year, to $28m
in the period.
China’s largest overseas
market for TDI in January and
February was the Netherlands
with 3.1 kT, followed by Vietnam with 3kT.

Wenzhou, Zhejiang – Huafon Spandex, the Shenzhen-listed elastane arm
of Chinese polyurethane
heavyweight Huafon Group,
estimates its unaudited annual net profit will shoot
up to between CNY 1.5bn
and CNY 1.8bn ($214m to
$257m). This compares with
CNY 445m annual profit in
2018, the company said.
The profit jump is a result
of the financial consolidation of the group’s PU resin
and polyester polyol subsidiary, Zhejiang Huafon New
Materials. The elastane arm
bought these from other
shareholders for CNY 12bn
in December 2019.
In 2018, the new materials business recorded CNY
1.37bn net profit on CNY

10.7bn revenue.
Huafon Spandex’s annual
net profit less non-recurring
items, such as the acquisition, will fall by up to 13%
from 2018, the company
said in a statement.
‛In 2019 the company was
able to raise the production
volume of differentiated
products and increase its
competitiveness against an
elastane market with oversupply and a substantial
price drop. Its profitability
was among the top in the
sector,' it added.

METERING MACHINES
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>> METERING MACHINES
>> SANDWICH PANEL LINES
>> SLABSTOCK LINES

>> COMPOSITES & ADVANCED
APPLICATIONS
>> TECHNICAL INSULATION LINES

>> MOULDED FOAM LINES
>> ROLL FORMING LINES
>> 360˚ SERVICE
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Coronavirus impacts
hit all PU input markets
I

Report by Regina Sousa,
consultant, Orbichem

socyanates markets improved in Q1
2020 but, as the coronavirus outbreak reached worldwide markets,
the picture changed once again. In
previous years, spring usually brings an
improvement in demand in most sectors,
but this year so far is a different picture.
In Q1, the US MDI market changed direction after months of price cuts, on the
back of long supply and weak demand. In
March, a number of producers announced
price increases in order to improve margins. There was relief in the market, as
most players had been struggling since
mid-2019.
Towards the end of March, the situation changed drastically in the light of the
coronavirus outbreak. Demand is declining because of quarantine measures, and
supply is lengthy once again.
The European MDI market has seen
the same picture as the US. Following
months of softness, prices improved in
March. One major European producer
had a planned turnaround in February
and March, and this helped the upward
movement. However, everything changed
towards the end of March as Europe was
severely hit by the pandemic. A number
of countries are now on lockdown, and
only essential markets are running. The
construction and automotive sectors are
heavily hit by closures, and April is likely
to be very weak for most players.
In China, the coronavirus outbreak led
to markets trending downwards as transport was disrupted and the Chinese New
Year holiday was extended across much
of February. Downstream factories were
not able to operate at full capacity, and
demand for MDI declined. Given limited
demand, producers either paused or reduced production for most of February.
In March, the domestic MDI market
remained weak. Downstream sectors
resumed production, but demand was
limited, and production rates were low
because of large stocks in warehouses.
Most sectors are expected to resume op-

erations in April, and demand may begin
to recover.
The North American TDI market has
been under pressure from producers to
increase prices, as margins have been
low for more than a year. The market had
been expecting a price correction for
some time. In February, some suppliers
sent letters to buyers with price increase
announcements. The market firmed in
March, in what appeared to be a change
in direction following months of low prices. The change was short-lived, however,
as the coronavirus outbreak hit the US
and markets started softening again. Automotive has been particularly hit by the
outbreak, with its markets being weak to
begin with.
The European market is not dissimilar
to the US. In March, producers attempted
to improve margins by raising prices. One
operator had a turnaround that helped
to push price increase initiatives. There
started to be some improvement in demand, and the market is expected to start
recovering.

Quarantine impacts

Towards the end of March, the situation changed as countries started to
quarantine operations and lockdowns
were implemented. Demand from automotive struggled the most, as the sector
has been weak for a long time and is
now almost fully closed in Europe. April is
likely to see further closures as the transportation of goods becomes harder because of border limitations, lower labour
numbers and further quarantines. The
comfort industry is also severely hit. Most
plants are running at reduced rates and,
even though some may be allowed to be
open again, lack of demand and difficulty
sourcing raw materials is likely to lead to
further closures. April is increasingly looking weak, as more plant shutdowns are
expected to take place.
In China, under orders from the government, most Chinese downstream factories delayed the reopening of their plants,
resulting in limited demand for raw materials. TDI prices decreased significant-

ly, with few transactions taking place in
the market. In March, as the coronavirus
outbreak is showing signs of being contained, downstream factories had mostly
resumed operations. However, as suppliers have high levels of stocks and end-user purchasing is limited, the price of TDI
kept moving downward.

Polyol disruptions

The North American domestic polyether polyol market has changed significantly over the past few weeks as the
country battles the coronavirus outbreak.
Prices were firming on the back of improving demand and expected growth in
March, but now most sectors are slowing
because of the epidemic.
The polyether polyols market has seen
a significant change from last month as
the coronavirus outbreak continues in
Europe. Supply disruptions during March
meant prices firmed, but this month market fundamentals changed dramatically.
The coronavirus outbreak means most
foam plants are now either closed or running at reduced rates. March was a good
month because most plants were running
normally but, as governments impose
lockdowns, April is likely to be a difficult
month for polyols.
The Chinese flexible foam polyol market faced limited demand from downstream industries leading to high levels
of supply and difficulties clearing stock
during March. The flexible foam market
is expected to remain low as end-use
demand was not showing signs of strong
recovery in the short term. Supply will remain in excess of demand for a certain
period of time.
The market is difficult to predict for the
short term in the light of the uncertainties
surrounding the coronavirus outbreak,
but most isocyanates markets are expected to remain weak. Further closures
thanks to quarantine measures are expected, and softening is the most likely
scenario in Europe and the US. In China,
plants are slowly restarting operations,
and demand is improving but not back to
normal levels yet.

For more pricing information contact: Regina Sousa, regina.sousa@orbichem.com or visit the Orbichem website at www.orbichem.com
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Pushing ahead: AutoRIM
drives KM’s UK growth
As one door closes, another opens, as the saying goes, and that certainly seems
to be the case at AutoRIM. For a long time, it was Hennecke’s representative in the
UK. Now, after switching principal, it plans to help KraussMaffei expand into the
stand-alone machine market in the UK and Ireland. Simon Robinson takes a look.

C

hanging principals needs a
change of gears. And fortunately, the time that it took
for AutoRIM to separate itself
from Hennecke in 2019 gave the small
UK company time to think about how it
should approach the future.
‘We asked ourselves, what do customers want?’ said Philip Hindson, AutoRIM’s
CEO. ‘If we looked at the business with
new eyes, would we buy all our components from one source? No, we would buy
products from specialists in their field, and
put a product portfolio together.’
Hindson chose to take the portfolio approach for his continuing business. As a
result, the new-look AutoRIM has agreements that enable it to design, build and
supply new equipment, and also to repair
existing installations.

Grow the portfolio

KraussMaffei is the most high profile
plank of the new business. ‘It appealed
www.utech-polyurethane.com

as a high-pressure machinery maker, and I
have known KM’s staff
in the UK for many
years as courteous
competitors,’ he said.
KM does not make
low-pressure machinery, however, which is a
Hindson
key business segment
for AutoRIM.
‘They have good
market penetration in the UK, but they are
not very active in the start-up or panel insulation markets, which are key markets
for us,’ he said. ‘They are very big in automotive and composites. The vision was
that we could become a “KraussMaffei
lite” offering a more personal service from
a big multinational.’
Michael Bate, KraussMaffei Group’s
UK managing director, explained how the
companies will work together in the future. ‘AutoRim will handle our white goods
24

and insulation business sectors, while we
are responsible for automotive and composites business group,’ he said.
He added that KraussMaffei is known
for large, complicated machines. ‘People
don’t always recognise that we can produce competitive stand-alone machines
through to fully integrated plants,’ he added. ‘We want to be involved in the smaller
and medium sized part of the market. We
have a wealth of experience, so we will be
able to support customers better.’

Direct line

Hindson added that AutoRIM is now a
distributor for Krauss Maffei GmbH Germany. ‘If you are a distributor, then the
on-going maintenance is your prerogative,’ he said. ‘You buy the machine; you
are the transfer owner of the machine.
You support the equipment.’
He explained that his company is now
a distributor for stand-alone high-pressure machines and plant for the insula-

AUTORIM
tion and refrigeration
industries, as well as
the stand-alone machine market. ‘We refer larger enquiries
and automotive and
composite enquiries
to KM,’ he said. ‘We
look after the middle
Bate
end of the market,
and they look after the
bigger end of the market.’
Stephen Lambert, KM’s RPM business
manager in the UK, explained that his
company is principally perceived as being automotive-biased. ‘We get enquiries
from other market sectors, and look after
them equally as well as the multi-nationals,’ he claimed. ‘AutoRIM has greater
exposure in other sectors; they can de-

velop that market. The agreement will
benefit them and us with machine sales
and after service sales. It is not just about
machines: it’s pumps and mix head repairs for potential customers.’

Open doorway

KM’s Bate believes that there is a good
fit between Hindson’s business and KM’s
strategy in the UK. ‘He was in a market
area and we were not,’ he said. ‘Rather
than trying to break into the market, we
found an entrance. He is a partner with
KM Germany for machinery, and we will
work to support him. He has a direct link
into Munich.’
Hindson said the added value for AutoRIM comes from integrating the different parts of the system together. ‘KM has
good purchasing power. We can source

about 70% of the components for our
low-pressure Rim-Mix machines locally.
The parts we can’t get locally we have
asked KM to source. We place orders for
pumps, pressure gauges and Siemens
controllers, for example. KM is buying
these in considerable bulk, and we get
some of their savings when the parts are
sold on to us. It is a win-win.’
Pumps, for example, are an unglamorous yet vital part of the polyurethane
machinery ecosystem. ‘The PU industry
has, historically, relied on the Rexroth
A2VK high pressure piston pump,’ Hindson said. ‘The manufacturer changed the
design and stopped production of the
original. This was a big problem for the
industry because, although there was a
work-around, it was not straightforward.
Continued on page 26
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KM has bought the rights to make the
original design of pump and improved
on it, and introduced the option of an
integrated magnetic coupling. The new
HPP pumps are supplied by AutoRIM,
and can be retrofitted directly onto any
make of machine.’

Train for success

Maintaining and replacing parts like
pumps will be a key part of AutoRIM’s relationship with KM, Hindson added. ‘The
combined technical support services of
KM and AutoRIM are several times bigger than other people in the UK,’ he said.
‘We have six fully trained engineers at
AutoRIM. It can take up to five years to
train a technical service engineer. Both
Polytec EMC [see box] and KM saw that
we were a business with good support
engineers who had been through the
ranks and know their stuff.’
Technical service engineers are one
route that AutoRIM hopes will lead to a
growing business for itself, KM and Polytec. ‘You can’t grow without the people
to build the machines and install them,’
he said.
KM’s Bate added that Stephen Lambert is responsible for sales and project management, and there is also an
after-sales team in the UK, plus support
from Munich. ‘Stephen has his team and
AutoRIM,’ he said. ‘Each can tap into
their respective teams for help. We, effectively, have a joint support team of
about 15 people in the UK. It is all about
trying to support the customers.’

Technically correct

KM wants to diversify into the broader PU market. AutoRIM’s access to the
UK market through its technical staff

Other parts of the picture
AutoRIM also works in partnership with Padova, Italy-based CAMI. Hindson describes it as a ‘beautiful’ Italian engineering company. ‘With their help, there is nothing, regardless of brand, we can’t repair,’ he said.
The next partnering was with Polytec EMC, a machinery company specialising in
multi-component and high temperature elastomer processing. Hindson says that,
like KM, this company is keen to grow in the UK.
Hindson also signed an agreement with H&S Anlagentechnik to offer chemical
bulk storage systems. Euroklimat industrial water chillers round out the portfolio.
Hindson explained that within his company’s portfolio, AutoPress manufacture
panel production equipment in Birmingham, UK. Design, meanwhile, is done in
Whaley Bridge, and they can integrate mixing and sandwich panel technology to
supply integrated discontinuous panel production lines.
‘If you are a bigger consumer or want to reduce waste, you would consider a
chemical storage system together with a high- or low-pressure mixing machine and
a panel press to go with it,’ he said. ‘We try to put together the right package of
equipment so that customers can come to one source. We look at people’s requirements in an integrated way.’
The order book is looking good, which he believes shows the approach is working.
‘In a relatively short period of time we went from having one partner to having several, enabling ourselves to keep our British identity,’ he said. ‘That’s very important.’
While all the relationships are important to AutoRIM, the tie up with Krauss Maffei
could prove pivotal in bringing state-of-the-art mixing technology to a wider audience.
could be helpful. ‘Our
vison for the future has
changed,’ Hindson said.
‘In our previous life, it
was focused on new
machine sales, but
customers are increasingly asking for support with their existing
Lambert
machines until they
are ready to change.
Maintenance is so important. For me it is
the way to go.’
Customers ask for machines to be
modified or upgraded for new projects,
he added. ‘Service and retrofits to old

machines, or a new mix head or pumps
can be a very cost effective and rapid
solution to a problem,’ he said. ‘A wellstaffed technical department could be a
big competitive advantage in the UK and
Ireland. We plan to increase our headcount and train more engineers.’
Hindson added that KM have asked
them to take a serious look at assembling their machines in the UK. ‘We will
buy parts and assemble under license in
the UK in Whaley Bridge, probably from
the fourth quarter,’ he said. ‘We already
have machines here and in KM Warrington to show people. There’s room for
us to be a lot bigger than we are.’

OVERS

www.utech-polyurethane.com
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The changing fortunes
of machinery sales

Sometimes, opposites make sense together. There’s sweet and sour; there’s
hot and cold. Yet neither really reflects the reverberations that the coronavirus
pandemic had on the world’s polyurethane machinery industry in the spring of
2020. Simon Robinson looks at how the optimism of 2019 changed so fast.

T

he change in tone since the start
of 2020 is hard for many in the
polyurethane industry to come
to terms with.
As the polyurethane industry turned the
corner from 2019, things were looking up, at
least in the machinery sector. There were,
of course, clouds on the horizon. No one
was sure which way the US-China trade dispute would play out, for example. And there
were destabilising uncertainties with the UK
deciding to leave the EU, along with talk of
the nation working to its own standards.

Minor differences

Despite these issues, Urethane Technology International's machinery index
was at its highest level since records started in 2012. Optimism had been steadily
declining between 2012 and 2015, and
then started to rise up to 2017 before dipping in 2018.
But the upward trajectory between
2018 and 2019 showed a machinery sector that was increasingly optimistic, and
looking forward to the year to come.
As Francesco Abba, sales and marketing manager at Cannon Afros, said: ‘Business in two sectors evolved interestingly
in 2019. There was an evolution of insulation including refrigerators and panels.
This was an interesting sector for orders.
We also had invitations to develop machinery for phenolic panels for a number
of major insulation producers.’
Several insulation manufacturers are

TABLE 1: PU EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS BY MACHINERY SALES 2019
2019 Total
sales ($m)

Company name

2019 PU
sales ($m)

PU
employees

Total
employees

Cannon

300.0

204.0

203.0

710

Baumer

62.0

33.0

50.0

347

347

Fecken-Kirfel

43.0

26.0

36.0

150

200

Rim Polymers

26.5

26.5

0.0

90

90

Edge-Sweets (ESCO)

18.0

13.0

12.0

15

50

1060

14

CTM Equipment

2.4

1.2

2.0

4

AutoRIM

2.3

2.2

1.8

10

14

OSV Technology

1.8

1.0

0.8

35

52

KraussMaffei

NG

NG

NG

500

5100

Saip

NG

NG

NG

50

50

Con-Tek

NG

NG

NG

25

25

IPF 1

NG

NG

NG

25

25

Hennecke

NG

NG

NG

696

696

Covestro Elastomers 2

NG

NG

NG

NG

200

Notes: 1 range 10-40 2 >200 NG = Not given

considering phenolic panels because of
the high price of MDI in 2017. It is also becoming a challenger to PU/PIR because of
its fire performance.
Away from this, domestic refrigeration
was a growing market for Cannon in 2019.
Abba said that although investment
among the domestic refrigerator makers
has slowed, the pace of innovation has increased. ‘Each major producer wants better insulation with new technology, and
this suits us,’ he said.

We worked
with a number They like Candy
The company is pushing its VAR Techof customers to
nology, and this has been successful in
develop special China. But there are further opportunities. Three years ago, for example, Haier
dosing units
bought GE’s refrigerator business in the
for special
US, and it also bought Candy two years
applications
ago. ‘They have [made] big investments,’
Francesco Abba,
Cannon

2018 PU
sales ($m)

Abba said. And there are about 10 other
big international players in the market,
Continued on page 28
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How we calculate
the UTMcIndex

Urethanes Technology International/
UTECH-polyurethanes.com generated this year's Index after surveying
machinery companies across the
world in February and early March
2020. The companies were asked
if they want to expand the business,
upgrade facilities, consolidate, build
new plants, buy competitors or sell
part or all of the company.
We then normalise the results
in each category by the number of
respondents and an index is calculated. This accounts for how positive
the actions are.
This year's index shows that the
level of optimism was up dramatically between 2018 and 2019.
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MACHINERY SURVEY
ing new equipment as
part of their expansion.’
He added that the
company does not offer have stock designs.
‘That’s not in our wheelhouse,’ he said. ‘It’s all
engineered to order.
We don’t do continuous
Pozzi
work; it is all discontinuous equipment.’
Walter Pozzi of Italy’s Saip explained that North America,
North Africa and Middle East grew well
for the company. ‘Our commercial peo-

appliances, and cabinets, a lot of food service, and commercial equipment,’ he said.
‘The rest was in panels. We had some really nice panel work for transportation, truck
bodies and building and construction.’
The majority of the rigid work was for
HVAC equipment, a market where Willoughby says is going very strongly. ‘We
didn’t do anything different; we just have
some customers which are growing,’ he
said. ‘One has been a customer for a long
time, and we have four pieces of their
equipment which we are completely refurbishing. We also have another order
from them for new plants. They are order-

Continued from page 27

such as Whirlpool, Beko and Voltas.
‘They have a number of brands and
product segments each. We compete for
all of the big contracts,’ he said. ‘They all
try to rationalise their products and they
try to sell the same platform under different brands to reduce costs.’

Panel show

Across the Atlantic, Ross Willoughby of St Paul, Minnesota-based Con-Tek
Machine said that his company had also
done well in 2019 with applications for rigid foam. ‘In 2019, half of our work was in

TABLE 2: MACHINERY COMPANIES — GENERAL DATA AND PLANS
Plants

Total
m2

R&D
as %
sales

UK

2

0

4

Germany

1

9150

8

Cannon

Italy

NG

100000

5

Con-Tek

US

1

2400

5-7

Covestro
Elastomers 2

France

2

NG

5

CTM Equipment

UK

1

500

15

Edge-Sweets

US

1

8175

NG

Fecken-Kirfel

Germany

1

16000

6

Hennecke

Germany

4

37,842

NG

IPF

Spain

1

NG

5

KraussMaffei 3

Germany

7

NG

0

OSV Technology

Ukraine

1

20000

7

Rim Polymers 4

Singapore

2

NG

7

Saip 5

Italy

1

10000

5

Company
name

Location

AutoRIM 1
Baumer

Notes:
Services: T=Turnkey; R=Trial Runs; AS=
After Sales Support; SP= Spare Parts;
TS=Trouble Shooting

www.utech-polyurethane.com

Services supplied
T

R

AS

SP

• • •
• • •
• • •
• •
• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •
•
•
• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plans: E= Expand; A= Acquire; D=
Divest; U= Upgrade; C= Close; B = Buy;
and, Co = Consolidate
NG= Not given

Plans for 2020
TS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

E

•
•

A

•
•
•
• •

•
•
• • •
• •

D

U

•

B

Co

Web Address
www.autorim.co.uk

•

www.baeumer.com
www.cannon.com
www.con-tek.com
www.elastomers.covestro.
com
www.ctmukltd.com
www.edge-sweets.com

•

fecken-kirfel.de
www.hennecke.com

•

www.ipfing.com
www.kraussmaffei.com

•

1 Kingswinford and Whaley Bridge, UK
2 Romans, France; Shanghai, China
3 Munich, Viersen, Georgsmarienhutte, Germany; Abbiategrasso, Italy;
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C

www.osv-europe.com

•

www.rimpolymers.com
www.saipequipment.it

Florence, Kentucky; Haiyan China and
Aichi Japan.
4 Singapore, China (unspecified)
5 Inverigo, Italy

MACHINERY SURVEY
ple have a good network on the ground,’
he said. ‘They do a good job. Saip sold
a number of continuous rigid faced and
flex faced insulation panel lines into the
region in 2019.’
North America is proving particularly interesting for the company. ‘We are
working to have a presence in the US
to start production in the longer term,’
Pozzi said. ‘This will probably be with
technical and commercial support, and
then assembly.’
The plan is to grow step by step, he
explained. ‘There are several possibilities,’ he claimed. ‘We could go it alone,
or work with our agent,
Foam Supply. We are
evaluating this. Or we
could find an arrangement with a local producer. It depends on
the opportunities.’
In the UK, Shane
Wooton of CTM, Hennecke’s agent for the
Wooton
UK and Ireland, said:
‘We had a purple patch
in domestic hot water cylinders. A big UK
player decided to move factory, looked
at his equipment and decided it needed
to be refreshed. We pitched for the work

–11

Gen 1 – CFC

UTMCINDEX 2012 - 19
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
2012

2013

2014

2015

and won three high pressure machines as
well as an automatic line.’

Keep pitching

He explained that the equipment included two fairly simple applications, and another was a fully automatic cylinder foaming line. ‘The client’s budget was not large
enough to supply a part from Germany,
and CTM was not prepared to make the

2016

2018

2019

handling side,’ he said. ‘The customer put
us in contact with a company that could
make the handling side. We now have a
new contact, and the system is due to be
installed in April or May this year.’
Singapore-based RIM Polymers said
it used 2019 to reinforce its PU foaming
plant design team. It claims to have built
up a strong global talent team, with GerContinued on page 30
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TABLE3: SALES BY GEOGRAPHICAL REGION 2019
Company Name

AutoRIM
Baumer
Cannon
Con-Tek
Covestro Elastomers 1
CTM Equipment
Edge-Sweets
Fecken-Kirfel
Hennecke
IPF
OSV Technology
Rim Polymers

Europe
W

Europe
Cent/E

95

MEA

Americas
North

Americas
South

Asia SEA

China

Japan

Other

5

47

8

4

20

45

2
20

5

2

5

25

10

100
40

30

Note 1

30

100
100
32

22

2

31

1

26.66

21.75

0.09

35.52

1.63

47

40

5

10

60

5

2

2

11

2
5

4

4

2

35

5

2

14.36

1

5

5

20

3

37

Note 1: Covestro gives breakdown as follows 1 EMEA/LATAM: 40% NAFTA: 30% APAC: 30%

Continued from page 29

man, Japanese and other Asian designers.
Oei Han Tjing, executive vice president
at CEH Group, said: ‘[We] made many innovative
equipment
and foaming process
developments in the
year.’ These allowed
the company to gain
customers at both automotive and cold chain
OEMs who have adopted RIM Polymers’ new
process.
A key development
Tjing
for RIM Polymers is its
Smart Factory Solution.
In common with other such systems, the
company said, it can generate and integrate relevant PU production data, via its
in-house tailored software to help production and finance departments collect and
analyse data.
‘This can be used to identify production
shortfalls, and make quick feedback and
improvements to raise productivity and

cut cost,’ the company said. It believes
this could help users improve their cash
flow by 5–10%, and cut costs by a similar
percentage.
According to Philip Hindson of
AutoRIM, 2019 was a year of consolidation, particularly with an impending Brexit.
‘2020 started off very positively, with a lot
of business already placed, particularly
from those bringing manufacturing back
to the UK to avoid import tariffs and potential port delays.’

A good year

Philippe Jeantin, global head of Covestro Elastomers’ machines division, said
that 2019 was a very good year for the
company. ‘In fact, in the past three years
we had double digit growth each year on
average, so we really contribute to Covestro Elastomers.’
At UTECH 2018, the company launched
a new concept, with the the Baule alpha
and Baule omega machines. ‘These were
developed after two years of engineering effort,’ Jeantin said. ‘The ranges have

been very well received by moulders. We
have sold a lot of machines.’
He explained that the Baule alpha machines are built to meet clients’ current
needs, and are easy to modify as those
needs change in the future. ‘There are
a lot of variants and options, and these
have all been predesigned,’ he said. ‘For
example, a moulder could be processing a two-component system and buys
a two-component machine. A couple of
years later, they may need to run a three
or four component system, or add a pigment injection device. The machine can
be easily adapted on site using pre-designed components. We think we are
the only machine manufacturer to have
pushed this flexibility so far.’
Back in the US, Edge-Sweets (ESCO)’s
Rick Hungerford said that its new vertical
contour machine had proved very suc-

It was a strong
year. We did
really well with
dispensers for
foam and elastomer systems.
Rick Hungerford
Edge-Sweets

cessful. ‘By mid-April, we thought that the
year was over… we were at full capacity,’
he said.
But, he added, they had a very positive
year. ‘We did really well with dispensers
for foam and elastomer systems,’ he said.
‘On the cutting side, the biggest thing we
did was release our horizontal contour
machine. It’s third generation, and we

It’s Time for Something New
Linden Industries is now Linden Polyurethane
For more than 35 years, Linden Industries has
been strengthening production environments
around the world. Now, as Linden
Polyurethane, we’re taking our commitment
to custom-engineered polyurethane
machinery and mix heads to new heights.

POLYURETHANE

Ready for the Linden Polyurethane Experience? Visit our new website: lindenpolyurethane.com

www.utech-polyurethane.com
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MACHINERY SURVEY
keep upgrading it. We sold a handful of
those. Our focus on new CNC systems
are helping us to gain market share in areas which were harder in the past.’
Most of the company’s efforts are focused on the US, Canada and Mexico but,
Hungerford added, they do win contracts
in the English-speaking parts of Europe.
‘About 90% of our business comes from
three [North American] countries,’ he said.
‘The European business came from our
customer who moved production to Europe. If there’s a proven solution from the
US, they are going to stick with that.’

MACHINERY COMPANY
PLANS 2019
Expand

Acquire

Upgrade/
Modernise

Divest

Consolidate

Close deals

Many of the companies interviewed
mentioned recent contracts or interesting developments in 2019. For example,
Cannon’s Abba said his company had
worked with a number of customers to
develop dosing units for special applications. ‘We follow customers very closely
for single machine requirements,’ he said.
‘These usually involve greater speciality
and less standardisation. This can include
mix heads if substantial numbers could be
ordered.’
Covestro Elastomers uses the Baule
omega brand for more specialised machines, according to Jeantin. ‘Last year

Build

2018

2019

Mean 2014-18

we built machines for rotational casting
roller covers,’ he said. ‘With this machine,
the roller turns on a kind of lathe and is
coated by a traversing dispensing head.
We made the machine, the traversing
robot and also the software to manage
the cylinder, the transfer speed of the
mix head and all necessary parameters.’
There was also success in the automotive sector.
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‘Another field in which we developed
specific equipment is the production of
NDI based cellular and solid elastomers,’
Jeantin added. ‘Our machines are now
producing continuously using Covestro’s
Vulkollan materials in fully automatic production lines.’
There was also good business in the
area of heavily filled polyurethane systems. ‘These are typically used in electronics and defence applications where
people need to have special fillers that
can be very heavy or very light or mix
together with very high apparent viscosities,’ he said. ‘We built several machines
for these applications.’
Speaking before the coronavirus outbreak took hold around the world, OSV’s
marketing director, Yuri Shafran, was bullish. ‘We expected significant sales growth
from 2019,’ he said. ‘We have already got
some 25% of the total 2018 sales volume
during first two months of 2019. ’Our principal task for 2020 is increasing Western
Europe sales.’
But as the outbreak spread out of China and across European and the US, the
machinery companies’ moods changed.
‘A couple of weeks ago I came back from
a visit to a customer and I could see four
Continued on page 33
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projects there; I thought that they all had
a high probability of going this year,’ said
CTM’s Wooton. ‘A week later, I don’t know
whether that holds any more.’
Speaking towards the end of March,
Con-Tek’s Willoughby expressed concerns. ‘We sell our labour – building
things – and that’s not something our
workers can do from home,’ he said. ‘We
are doing everything we can to try to stay
open. We are lucky that in our production
area people can have their own space
and work independently. We are trying to
keep moving forward.’

machinery ready for sale when the customers are ready to order. The machinery will be ready to ship. Amazon has
turned the world into believing in fast
shipping and we’re trying to be a part
of that.’

We had some
really nice
panel work for
transportation,
truck
bodies and
building and
construction

Rays of hope

However, he said, they had had orders
for 4–5 months’ worth of work in the previous two weeks. ‘We have some customers who are still bullish about coming
through this, and making sure that they
are ready to capitalise when we come
through it,’ he said. ‘It is very reassuring
to us and to our employees to know that
there’s going to be work here, and we will
get through it.’
Esco’s Hungerford added that they
are also in work. ‘We know what we are
going to sell with a good degree of certainty,’ he said. ‘We will have significant

Ross Willoughby
Con-Tec

Saip’s Pozzi added that they are in daily
touch with customers. ‘No-one has cancelled a project yet,’ he claimed. ‘A couple
have been put on hold for a while for financial reasons. But 80% are going on as
scheduled.’ He said that they had a confirmed order for 13 machines on 23 March.
‘It is very encouraging.’

It has taken a lot of commitment from
management and staff in the polyurethane machinery industry, as in other
industrial sectors, to understand how to
work during the crisis.
‘When we were struggling with decision to keep our company open,’ Pozzi
said. ‘We had a straight, simple message.
We told the staff, “This is what we can do,
these are the risks.” They said, “let us all
go ahead.” We are all in the same boat.’
It is an ill wind that blows no potential
good. CTM’s Wooton catches the mood
of optimism which is infecting parts of the
machinery sector. ‘On the other side I see
a situation where my main supplier, has
a lot of equipment in the UK which they
look after directly,’ he said.
‘Suddenly, we’ve got an opportunity to
step into a business area that is normally
managed directly from Italy or Germany.
Out of nowhere comes something positive. It will be nice to have a conversation in a year to see what happened,’
said Wooton.
If you want more detail and expanded charts
check out the story online at

utech-polyurethane.com/information/
machinery-survey-2019. This content is

available to our VIP subscribers

COMING UP IN
Always a cut above – since 1870

www.fecken-kirfel.de

JUNE/JULY

Flexible foam
• Developments in technology,
science, markets and issues
affecting this key end-use sector
Closing date: June 6, 2020

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER

Automotive
• One of the largest polyurethane
application sectors. How are
emission regulations changing
the industry, light weighting and
next generation vehicles will
also impact this area
Closing date: July 31, 2020
For editorial submissions contact: Simon Robinson
Tel: +44 (0)203 287 5979 Email: srobinson@crain.com
To advertise in these features contact: Ed Rich
Tel: +1 330 869 0375 Email: erich@crain.com
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DATES AND DATA

Diary
20-22 April 2020

To be rescheduled
World Adhesive and Sealant
Conference
Hilton Chicago
Chicago US
Contact: Malinda Armstrong
Email: malinda.armstrong@
ascouncil.org
Tel: +1 301 986 9700

2-5 May 2020

Cancelled
2020 PMA Annual Meeting
AT&T Hotel and Conference
Center
The University of Texas
Austin, Texas
Tel: 1+ 414 431 3094
Email: info@pmahome.org

Saint Petersburg, Florida
Contact: Kay Wright
Tel: +1 865 657 9661

India
Contact: secretary@ipua.in
Tel: +91 11 4155 6163

23-25 June 2020

5-7 October

24-25 June

17-19 September

PU China/UTECH Asia
2020
Shanghai Exhibition and
Convention Center
Contact: Debbie Hershfield
Tel: + 1 303 608 0231
Email: dhershfield@crain.com

ASC Executive
Leadership Council
Hilton La Jolla Torrey
PinesMirage, California
La Jolla, California
Contact: Malinda Armstrong
Email: malinda.armstrong@
ascouncil.org
Tel: +1 301 986 9700 x1106

26-28 August

20-21 May

SHANGHAI WORLD EXPO
29-31
July,
2020 CENTRE
EXHIBITION
AND CONVENTION

19-21 October

IEX Europe 2020
Nuremberg Messe
Nuremburg, Germany
Contact: visitor@insulation-expo.
com
Tel: +49 211 90191 496

JEC World
Paris-Nord Villepinte Exhibition
Centre
Website: jeccomposites.com
Cancelled
PFA
Vinoy Renaissance Hotel & Resort

CPI Polyurethanes
Technical Conference
Marriott Rivercenter
San Antonio, Texas
Contact: Mary Novack
Email: mary@
novackmanagement.com

Polyurethanex
Expocentre Fairgrounds
Moscow
Contact: Konstantin Fateev
Email:info@polyurethanex.com
Tel: +7 495 988 1620

ISPA Expo
Earnest N Morial
Convention Center
New Orleans, Louisiana
Contact: Kerri Bellias
Tel: +1 336 945 0265

12-14 May

Key Events

Readers are strongly advised to confirm details with
event organisers before making travel arrangements.

13-15 April

13-15 April, 2021

28-29 October 2020

UTECH Europe 2021
The MECC Exhibition Centre
Maastricht, the Netherlands
Contact: Debbie Hershfield
Tel: + 1 303 608 0231
Email: dhershfield@crain.com

PU Tech
Africa 2020
Landmark Centre
Lagos, Nigeria
Tel: +66 2 933 0077
Email: technobiz.polyurethane@
gmail.com

PU Tech 2020
India Expo Centre,
Greater Noida, New Delhi

About the graph
SNAPSHOT OF
POLYURETHANE
SYSTEMSHOUSES

RIGID FOAM

13.6%
13.6%

ELASTOMERS

12.6%
10.7%

22.3%

6.8%
23.6%

4.6%
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ADHESIVES
COATINGS
INTEGRAL SKIN
SEMI-RIGID
SEALANTS

SOURCE: IAL CONSULTANTS

Systems houses specialising in formulations for rigid
polyurethane systems are
the most common around
the world, according to
IAL Consultants’ most recent report on the sector.
The consultants found
191 of these out of a total
of 810 systems houses
the consultants discovered following rounds
of research in 2019. The
second most common,
with just over 23% of the
total are systems houses
specialising in elastomer

FLEXIBLE FOAM

formulations. These are
followed by flexible foam
just over 13.5% or 110 of
the total. Polyurethane
adhesives are formulated
by a total of 102 separate
companies around the
world. Coatings, with 87,
is the area that just under
11% of the sector prefers
to work in. Only 37 companies or 4.6% of the total
are involved in the sealants business.
IAL Consultants said
that it gathered the information from respondents

within each company, as
well as from published
and in-house sources.
The reports are not exhaustive, but every effort
has been made to include
all relevant companies,
and several new systems
houses have been added
since the directories were
last published in 2018.
The reports are available by region or continent and, for an additional
fee a searchable Excel
spreadsheet, is available
from the consultants.

13-15 April
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•
•
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•
•
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heat management
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